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Abstract In ubiquitous computing environments, new interactive multimedia applications
need to be mobile, device independent, potentially distributed across devices and to
leverage existing services in the environment. Multimedia documents, when combined
with scripting technologies, can represent complex interactive multimedia applications.
However, they are still not appropriate for the creation of migratable, distributed
applications in dynamic environments. We present a framework for interactive
multimedia documents, which enables the communication of documents with a changing
environment, the mobility of documents and the distribution of communicating
document components in this environment. This framework uses an original approach,
which describes communication processing outside of the document. It is based on: an
abstraction model for dynamic network services; the definition of a binding description
language that describes how to connect the network processing with the multimedia
document processing; and on associated script programming interfaces. An implemen-
tation is presented and several examples, demonstrating in particular document mobility
and document modularity, are discussed.
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1 Introduction

In today’s multimedia environments, users have access to a wide choice of multimedia
devices (e.g. mobile phones, digital cameras, television sets, computers, tablets…) and they
want to use these devices seamlessly. In particular, users want the applications running on
their devices to communicate and exchange information or multimedia content with the
environment, following ubiquitous or pervasive visions [9]. This requires interoperable
communications between applications, across devices.

Users can access multimedia content almost everywhere through wireless networks. For
example, users would expect, when entering a restaurant, that the menu of the restaurant be
automatically presented onto their phone. Such a scenario requires not only service
discovery, but also connections between the network and the application layer. We believe
that an explicit description of the connections between service and discovery protocols and
multimedia applications, as proposed in this paper, can ease the development of
applications satisfying such a scenario.

Users also do not want to be tied to one device. They want to use only the most
appropriate one, or possibly several devices together to interact with a complex service [3].
When watching a TV program, a user may want to use her tablet to consult associated
information without disturbing the other viewers [17]. Our proposal addresses this use case
by enabling the mobility of the multimedia applications, or parts thereof, across devices and
by allowing modular design of mobile multimedia applications.

At the same time, the Internet is witnessing a change in the way content is created. The
difference between application and content is blurring. Traditional web pages evolve into a
more and more expressive and capable form of interactive content, i.e. web applications,
also called WebApps. WebApps are made of the same types of content as previous web
pages: they rely on XML, HTML or XHTML for structuring the content and on CSS for
styling it. They reference media elements such as images, audio-video clips or text, and use
JavaScript heavily to provide advanced interactive features. Full-fledged applications can
now be run over the network in modern browsers. In this paper, we describe our work
related to WebApps. We call them “interactive multimedia documents”, or in short
“documents”, to focus on the structure of the content rather than on the media elements and
to emphasize the fact that they can run also where there is no Web access.

As modern browsers are available on many platforms from PC to set-top boxes,
mobile phones and embedded devices, interactive multimedia documents are potentially
portable applications. However, current documents have limited communications
capabilities. Most of them rely on the AJAX programming style and communicate
with the “origin server” through the XMLHttpRequest object. We found only one very
recent example [18] of a scripting library for documents communication with devices in
the local/home environment. The reason for these limitations, as the authors of [9]
indicate, is that there are two distinct research communities working on either interactive
multimedia documents or on networking aspects for device discovery or session mobility.
In this paper, we propose an approach which links the two communities, tries to overcome
the limitations of document communications and enriches documents with dynamic
communication capabilities.
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As a consequence of these considerations, this paper presents a proposal for the use of
multimedia applications in dynamic environments, designed using document technologies.
This proposal is formed of three sub-proposals:

& First, the need for the interoperable communication between documents in a dynamic
environment is addressed. For that purpose, a communication engine and a binding
description language are introduced.

& Second, context configuration and context information documents used for the
migration of interactive multimedia documents are proposed.

& And third, special re-usable documents, called components, are defined to enable the
creation of distributed interactive multimedia documents.

This paper is a synthesis of previous work published in [4] and [11], but extends its
scope from widgets to communicating documents, gives more details on the implemen-
tation and proposes additional aspects, such as document components.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some scenarios and
highlights the requirements behind this work. Section 3 introduces the architecture at the
foundation of our proposal. Section 4 surveys existing service and discovery protocols
and proposes a model abstracting the technical details of these protocols for use at the
document level. Section 5 presents the concepts underlying interactive multimedia
documents, extracting the assumptions we make on these documents. Section 6
exposes the XML language for the binding between documents constructs and service
and discovery protocols. Section 7 addresses the specific aspects of migration of
documents. Section 8 extends the proposed XML language and describes new tools for
the migration of modular documents. Finally, section 9 concludes this paper and describes
future work.

2 Scenarios & requirements

In order to understand the goals of our work, we present in this section some scenarios of
interest, featuring the use of communicating interactive multimedia applications in dynamic
environments. From these scenarios, we then derive some requirements that have guided the
design of our proposal.

2.1 Scenarios

2.1.1 Scenario A

A user downloads an interactive multimedia application onto her phone to control
different devices in her home environment, which includes home appliances (e.g. lights)
and multimedia devices, such as her DLNA media center and TV set.

This simple scenario illustrates the fact that documents should be able to communicate
with their environments. Documents need to have a dynamic access to the services and
devices in their environment. Hard coding, in the document, the IP addresses of the devices
to be controlled should not be required. Additionally, the document communication
capabilities should not be tied to a single protocol, and not only to home networking
protocols.
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2.1.2 Scenario B

A user is listening to her favorite radio station with a Web Radio application on a desktop
PC. While listening, she changes the settings of her preferred radio stations. Because she
has to leave, she wants to migrate this application, including all settings, to her mobile
phone and to continue listening to the radio on the phone.

This scenario is a classical example of Session Mobility [5] but with the difference that
our focus is not on media session mobility but rather on document mobility. The task of
migrating a document, which may be highly structured information, requires different tools
than those used for migrating media sessions as will be shown in this paper.

2.1.3 Scenario C

During the broadcast of a TV show, an interactive voting application related to the show is
broadcasted. This application has been designed so that a part of it can be migrated to
secondary devices, either to show additional information about the voting or because
several viewers want to vote using their phones.

In this scenario, inspired from [17], if a TV needs to move a part of the interactive
application to a remote device, it needs:

& To be aware of the surrounding devices and of their capabilities,
& To exchange content with these devices,
& And to communicate with them.

Yet, we believe that a master/slave relationship between devices (TV/phone), as
described in [17], is not required.

2.2 General considerations about the scenarios

All these scenarios can more or less be achieved today with native applications, i.e. not
relying on interactive multimedia documents. However, realizing all of them within a
unified framework is a challenge, namely because of application porting. If one considers
the range of devices from a PC, to a set top box, to mobile phones based on Android, iOS,
Windows or other operating systems, the cost of development of an interactive application
supporting all these devices is very high.

The current trend is to create interactive applications using Web technologies such as
HTML, JavaScript, etc. Such applications run in all modern browsers, which are mostly
interoperable. Using such a document approach to design applications is indeed a solution
to the problems of interoperability and development cost. However, several problems
remain, such as adaptation of the document to the device characteristics (e.g. screen size,
input capabilities) or the communication limitations. In this work, we focus only on this
latter problem.

One aspect of this problem is that current web applications have limited
communication capabilities because they assume a centralized architecture where one
or more servers, identified at authoring time, hold the information that the application
will access. In dynamic environments, possibly not even connected to the Internet, this
is a severe limitation.

A second part of the problem is communication capabilities checking. We want to
avoid loading a document if it cannot run properly due to the lack of some
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communication capabilities. A communication capabilities check should take place
before loading the document rather than at runtime. This check can also be done by the
user agent to filter discovered services. Additionally, it may be used for security
considerations, warning a user of potential threats due to uncertified communication
capabilities.

2.3 Requirements

From the above scenarios and considerations, we have based our work on the following
requirements:

& It should be possible to interface interactive multimedia documents with networking
protocols;

& This interface should be independent from the presentation language used in the
document (HTML, SVG, SMIL, MPEG-4 BIFS or LASeR, X3D);

& It should be possible to interface scripted and non-scripted interactive multimedia
documents;

& This interface should be independent from the network protocol used for service
discovery and message exchanges (UPnP, Bonjour, XMLRPC);

& It should be possible to interface interactive multimedia documents with remote
services in dynamic environments;

& It should be possible to move an interactive multimedia document from one device to
another;

& The system should minimize the modifications to the existing presentation engines;
& The system should not require modifications to existing devices and network stacks;
& The system should enable easy-to-check and static declaration of all communication

interfaces used by a document;
& It should be possible to connect an interactive multimedia document to multiple entities

and to connect multiple documents to the same entity.

3 Architecture

In order to enable the proposed scenarios while satisfying the above requirements, we
developed a framework for interactive multimedia documents that enables communication
with the environment and the mobility of documents or parts of documents called
components. This framework is based on the use of a separate layer for handling
communication, migration and component management. This layer is driven by a
declarative language, as opposed to solutions based on scripting APIs. The use of this
declarative language structures documents through a clean separation of the communication
code from the presentation/user interface, in the same manner XForms1 separates the
presentation/user interface from the service logic.

The use of an additional declarative layer implies some modifications to the architecture
of traditional interactive multimedia documents user agents. Such user agents are usually
composed of a network engine (NE), including an HTTP stack, and a presentation engine
(PE), sometimes including a scripting engine. The PE is in charge of rendering the

1 XForms 1.1, W3C Recommendation 20 October 2009, http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-xforms-
20091020/
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document and handling animations and user interactions. We propose to define a new
component called Communication Engine (CE). The architecture of the modified user agent
we consider is presented in Fig. 1.

The CE acts as a broker between the NE and the PE. The behavior of the CE
depends on the messages it receives from the network and on the interactive multimedia
document that uses these messages. We argue that this behavior cannot simply be
inferred from the message structure or the document structure. Hence, authors must be
able to describe how the communication engine should forward messages to the PE and
how messages and replies can be sent. To this end, we define a new language, the
Binding Description Language, and an associated new type of document, called Binding
Description, described in Section 6. In order to process a communicating document, in
our architecture, the PE reads the document and the CE reads the binding description. The
CE establishes bindings between matching interfaces of two documents or of one
document and one external service. The CE propagates input messages to the PE and
creates output messages based on events received from the PE according to those
bindings. Bindings may need to be added (resp. removed) whenever a new document is
added to (resp. removed from) the PE, or when the CE detects changes in the availability
of services on the network.

4 Service and discovery protocols

In this section, we present first an analysis of the existing service and discovery
protocols and then we present our contribution to separate the networking and
interactive part of an interactive multimedia document that consists in an abstraction
of these protocols and services and that can be used generically within our
architecture.

Fig. 1 User agent architecture for interactive multimedia documents communication
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4.1 Existing protocols

Our everyday networking environment has been evolving in the last decade from a static
environment where communicating entities were pre-configured, pre-identified devices to a
dynamic one in which devices join and leave the network at any time. At the same time,
devices have evolved from information consumers to information providers, and can assist
other devices with various functionalities such as printing, storage, rendering or home
automation control. These functionalities are referred to as services, and are largely
deployed in corporate networks with Web Services infrastructure, or in the home
environment with Bonjour2 or UPnP3 infrastructures. Most of these protocols are based
on IP networking, but similar functionality is available in other networking environments,
such as Bluetooth and its Service Description Protocol [1].

In a similar approach to device addressing in a network, service addressing can be
classified in two categories: static and dynamic. Static approaches, such as UDDI,4 rely on
a centralized architecture in which a server acts as a repository of services available in the
environment. The drawback of such systems is a frozen centralized design, requiring a
client to know at least one server location. Dynamic approaches, on the other hand, rely on
discovery mechanisms between clients and service providers, with no a priori knowledge of
the network components.

4.2 Service abstraction model

To enable service and discovery protocols within interactive multimedia documents as
proposed in our requirements, we created a service abstraction model for documents, which
aims at supporting dynamic networking and at being generic and usable with existing
document or service discovery technologies. This model provides an abstraction for the
service, as well as an abstraction for the underlying service discovery protocols. Our model
is derived from the observation that, from the document point of view, there is no difference
between a service offered by the device running the document or offered by a remote
device; only the presence or absence of this service matters to the document. Our model
therefore considers that the addressing and DNS resolution process, whether static or
dynamic, is handled by the network layer and does not need to be controlled, or even
known, by the document. We thus consider that the service discovery protocol is handled at
the network layer. Our only assumption is that services are uniquely identified by a string
identifier (e.g. URI). The document is only aware of services appearing and disappearing,
through their unique identifiers, and optionally of the location (address or host name) of the
device hosting the service.

A document declares which services are needed or required, using their unique
identifier, and may then be notified when each service becomes available or
unavailable. As several devices may offer a service of a given type, a document can
be notified multiple times of a service binding. For example, in scenario A, several
lights may be controlled at a time. The document then uses the addressing information
to distinguish between the various service sources.

When designing a communicating document, it is not so unusual that the document not
only consumes a service, but also provides its own services to other documents. For

2 Bonjour is Apple’s implementation of ZeroConf protocols (see www.zeroconf.org)
3 Universal Plug and Play specifications (see www.upnp.org)
4 Universal Description Discovery and Integration (see www.uddi.org)
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example, a virtual keyboard exposes a text input service to the network, or an electronic
program guide exposes alert services on selected shows, or in our scenario C, the
voting part of the application provides a service (the vote) to the rest of the application.
This is reflected in our model by the notion of service provider. This notion allows a
document designer to instruct the CE to publish the document as a service on the
network using underlying service discovery tools, by giving it a specific identifier (e.g.
‘urn:example:keyboard’).

To interface services with a document independently of the service type, we abstracted a
network service as a uni- or bi-directional communication pipe carrying messages. Each
service is uniquely identified by a string identifier which may be used to define which
low-level service infrastructure should be used (e.g. UPnP, Bonjour or Web service).
Each message in the service is identified by a unique name within the service scope,
and is a high-level view of a protocol datagram (e.g. a web service function or UPnP
action or event). Each message has an associated direction, input (from service to
document) or output.

Enabling bi-directionality of messages means supporting synchronous or asynchro-
nous communication. While simpler to implement, synchronous communication may
suffer long, unpredictable delays between client and service provider. In non-threaded
execution environment, as is typically the case with web-based application, this can
result in application freezes, which is not tolerable for the user. We therefore designed
an asynchronous communication model, where the document gets notified when a reply
message is received. For the author, the main drawback of asynchronous communica-
tion is the need to set up dedicated callback mechanisms, which leads to higher code
complexity. However, we believe most web-based application designers are familiar
with this approach, since it is quite similar to AJAX application development.

5 Document communications

In this section, our contribution is twofold. First we study the communication options of
existing interactive multimedia documents formats. These options should enable the readers
to understand how this proposal is applicable to other non-reviewed formats. Then we
survey the communication capabilities of these existing formats to highlight the limitations
that we propose to overcome.

5.1 Interacting with documents

Interactive multimedia documents may be found in several formats: (X)HTML, jointly
used with CSS and JavaScript, that is the core of the web; SMIL, a language for
integrating media elements and defining a spatio-temporal presentation; SVG, which
inherits from SMIL its animation features and can also be used with CSS and
JavaScript; Flash, the de facto standard for animations on the Internet; MPEG-4 BIFS
or XMT, the binary and XML representations of an MPEG-4 document; VRML, a
textual language used for describing 3D worlds; NCL, a declarative language for
interactive TV applications in Brazil; etc.

Documents in all these formats are structured as trees of objects that may be
tagged with an ID and that have named properties. All these formats have an event
model, some with implicit event propagation up or down the tree, some with explicit
event propagation along routes or links. All have explicit or implicit event listeners.
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And all may include scripts. Data input into a document may thus be achieved
generically by:

– writing a property of an object in the tree;
– triggering an event;
– or calling a script function defined in the document.

Data output from a document may thus be achieved generically by:

– listening for changes of a property of an object;
– listening for an event;
– a script function defined in the document being called as part of the execution of the

document.

5.2 Communication capabilities and limitations

Most of the formats listed above already support some communication capabilities, mostly
using ECMAScript with the XMLHttpRequest object. This object enables the document to
make asynchronous requests to a server and the result may be XML code, as in the AJAX5

model. A similar approach is to retrieve new script code, as in the JSON6 model. Using
these approaches is not satisfactory in terms of communication, mostly because the
dynamic resolution of servers is not possible. Moreover, in order to communicate with a
remote service using this system, web applications would have to format messages
according to the service protocol, which can be complex and costly if several protocols
must be handled in a single application, even if the protocol support could be provided by a
specific JavaScript library, such as the one described in [18] for the UPnP protocol.

For document-to-document communication, the latest development of the future
HTML 5 standard introduces a cross-window messaging system7 that should enable
such communications. While interesting, this solution relies only on scripting, and does
not support dynamic addressing. In a similar way, Sire et al. [16] have proposed a
scripting interface to enable widget-to-widget communication within a single page, but it
also relies on scripting and is focused on communications resulting from a drag and drop
operation. In this context of single page communication, one could also imagine solutions
based on the use of single JavaScript context to share messages or on a central repository
for information as proposed in [7], but these solutions do not enable cross device
communications. To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution compatible with web
technologies for device-to-service communication that supports service discovery and
abstracts the protocols used, as per our requirements, as the recent formation of the W3C
Web and TV interest group8 seems to indicate.

6 Linking documents and protocols

This section presents our main contribution to linking service and discovery protocols, as
exposed in Section 4, with interactive multimedia documents presented in Section 5. The

5 Asynchronous Javascript and XML (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_%28programming%29)
6 Javascript Object Notation (see http://www.json.org/)
7 See http://dev.w3.org/html5/postmsg
8 http://www.w3.org/2010/09/webTVIGcharter.html
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contribution consists in a declarative language used to drive the communication engine
introduced in Section 3. In this section, we also present some examples on how to use this
language to enable document communication; we describe an implementation and discuss
the advantages and limitations of this proposal.

6.1 The binding description

The Binding Description is the declaration of all communication interfaces that the
document may use. It defines which services the document may connect to, how the
document may initiate output messages, how input messages are to be connected to the
document and where to read or write the values of the arguments of the messages. Its
syntax is defined by the Binding Description Language (BDL), a declarative, XML-based
language presented below.

6.1.1 Interface

An interface element primarily describes a service that the associated multimedia document
can use. Since a multimedia document may require communication with multiple services,
the Binding Description may contain multiple interface elements. The interface element has
the following attributes:

– type : this attribute is the string uniquely identifying the service type desired by the
multimedia document

– bindAction, unbindAction : these attributes describe what should happen
when this interface is bound or unbound. Two options exist: an event to trigger, or a
script function to call.

– multipleBindings: documents may accept connections from multiple concur-
rent services (e.g. when controlling several light sources with a single button). This
attribute indicates if the associated document supports multiple bindings of this
interface.

– seviceProvider: documents can be sources of information for other documents
(e.g. virtual keyboard). This attribute indicates that the associated document will
provide the service corresponding to this interface, and instructs the CE to publish the
service on the network using the supported network stacks.

Figure 2 shows an interface from a Binding Description, which describes how to
connect a UPnP AVTransport service with a document, for instance to realize our

<interface type="urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:AVTransport:1"

bindAction="bindAVTransport"

unbindAction="unbindAVTransport"

multipleBindings=”false”>

<messageOut name="Play">…</messageOut>                  

<messageOut name="Stop">…</messageOut>                  

<messageOut name="Pause">…</messageOut>                  

…

</interface>

Fig. 2 An interface element in the Binding Description Language
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s c e n a r i o A . Up o n d e t e c t i o n b y t h e CE o f a s e r v i c e o f t y p e
urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:AVTransport:1, the CE will ask the PE
to call the script function bindAVTransport. Through the PE, the document can then
instruct the CE to issue Play, Stop, Pause… messages to the bound service. Upon
notification by the NE that the service is no longer available, the CE will ask the PE to
call the script function unbindAVTransport.

6.1.2 Messages

In the BDL, an interface element groups all messages that the document requires the service
to handle. Messages have a name, a set of arguments, some triggers and a direction, in or
out.

An input message is declared with a messageIn element, and first has a set of
inputs, then, if an answer is necessary, a set of outputs. The action that the PE
should perform for an input message or for the reply to a sent message is specified using an
inputAction attribute, which indicates the target of the action in the interactive
multimedia document: an attribute to modify, an event to trigger or a script function to call.

An output message is declared with a messageOut element and first has a set of
outputs, then if an answer is expected, a set of inputs. The trigger that the PE should
monitor for an output message or for the reply to an input message is specified using an
outputTrigger attribute: this can be an event or the modification of an attribute.
Figure 3 shows how a CE is instructed on how to process an incoming message.

In this example, whenever an input message named MessageA is received,
the PE is notified and the document is modified. First, the value of the
parameter Param1 (resp. Param2)  in the message is used to set
t h e a t t r i b u t e attribute1 (resp. attribute2) o f e l e m e n t
elt2 (resp. elt3) in the document. Then, an event activate is triggered
on the element elt1 in the document, as indicated by the inputAction attribute on
the messageIn element. inputAction may contain, as shown here, an event to be
triggered, but it may also contain an attribute to modify.

For advanced handling of the messages, using a script function name in the
inputAction attribute is possible. In that case, the values of the message parameters
are passed, in document order, as arguments of the function. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Another attribute scriptParamType is specified on the input elements. This
optional attribute indicates how the value of the associated parameter should be passed to
the function. We define four types: number, string, binary or boolean. It helps checking that
the interface matches the function signature and reduces the parsing process in the script.

In Fig. 5, the binding description declares that whenever the value of the attr2
attribute changes on the elt1 element in the document, a new message of type
MessageB shall be created. This message shall contain two parameters ParamX and

<messageIn name=“MessageA” inputAction=“elt1.activate”>

<input name=“Param1” setAttribute=“elt2.attribute1”/>

<input name=“Param2” setAttribute=“elt3.attribute2”/>

</messageIn>

Fig. 3 Input message with two parameters
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ParamY whose values are taken from the attr3 (resp. attr6) attribute of the
elt3(resp. elt4) element.

In terms of implementation, this means that the PE needs to attach a listener to the
elements and attributes specified in the interface. As discussed in Section 5.1, this design is
believed to be generic and independent from the interactive multimedia document format.

6.1.3 Handling replies

When communicating with external entities, interactive multimedia documents may need to
reply to previously received messages or to process a reply to a message they sent before.
In both cases, as discussed in Section 4.2, replies are asynchronous. The CE, in charge of
receiving or sending the messages for the document, needs to be informed that an input
(resp. output) message is related with a previous output (resp. input) message. Hence, we
use input and output elements within the same messageIn or messageOut
element as in Fig. 6.

6.1.4 Scripting

We have presented, so far, examples of how a purely declarative description can be used to
specify the behavior of the CE. For more advanced use cases, when scripting is used in the
interactive multimedia document, scripting programming interfaces are defined, as shown
in Fig. 7, in order to provide similar functionality. Examples of use of these interfaces are
omitted for brevity.

6.2 Applicability to the scenarios

Let us consider scenario A, in which an interactive multimedia document is downloaded to
control a TV set equipped with a UPnP DLNA Media Renderer as shown in Fig. 8.

We have implemented this scenario using a document based on the SVG language for
the control panel (with buttons for play, pause, etc.), an excerpt of which is shown in Fig. 9;
a script file which implements the control behavior using the binding interfaces as in
Fig. 10; and a binding description associated with this script and document as in Fig. 11. In
this example, a click on the image will call a script function which will in turn call the

<messageOut name=“MessageB” outputTrigger=“elt1.attr2”>

<output name=“ParamX” attributeModified=“elt3.attr3”/>

<output name=“ParamY” attributeModified=“elt4.attr6”/>

</messageOut>

Fig. 5 Output message with two parameters

<messageIn name=“MessageA” inputAction=“processMessageA”>

<input name=“Param1” scriptParamType=“Boolean”/>

<input name=“Param2” scriptParamType=“String”/>

</messageIn>

Fig. 4 Input message with two parameters declared for usage by a script
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CE to format the “stop” message of the given UPnP service and send it to the
appropriate device.

6.3 Implementation

We have implemented our proposal in the GPAC player [10]. The implementation is
divided into two modules written in C, C++ and JavaScript: one for the management of
UPnP communications, one for the communication engine.

The UPnP module is using the Platinum UPnP SDK.9 Using this module, the user agent
is augmented with a UPnP control point that monitors the devices and services available on
the network and performs UPnP action and event subscription.

The CE is in charge of validating whether discovered UPnP services can be used with
the document, by first checking the UPnP service type and then comparing the BDL with
the UPnP service description (SDCP) document.

We have tested our implementation across desktops/laptops, mobile phones and a TV.
We have designed many communicating interactive multimedia documents: scripted/non-
scripted, in MPEG-4 BIFS/XMT or SVG, with 2D or 3D graphics, including local or
streamed audio-video data, controlling other documents or remotely controlled. Interested
readers may view some of these examples on this YouTube video.10

6.4 Results, discussions and limitations

Using this implementation, we have created interactive multimedia documents communi-
cating with third-party UPnP devices such as Intel Media Server and Intel Media Renderer.
Then, we have validated that this communication approach indeed works in dynamic
environments, when e.g. DLNA players appear or disappear in a LAN. Then, we have also
validated the fact that a document may be connected with several services at the same time.
The same validations have been made with services provided by documents marked as
service providers. As a result, we believe that this system should work with many protocols
for discoverable services.

Additionally, we have been able to create interactive multimedia documents mixing
AJAX communications and the proposed communication method, in a complementary
way:

– The document uses XMLHttpRequest when communicating with well-identified
services on the Internet.

<messageIn name=“MessageA” inputAction=“elt1.activate”

outputTrigger=“elt9.attr12”>

<input name=“Param1” setAttribute=“elt2.attribute1”/>

<input name=“Param2” setAttribute=“elt3.attribute2”/>

<output name=“ParamA” attributeModified=“elt4.attribute6”/>

<output name=“ParamB” attributeModified=“elt5.attribute7”/>

</messageIn>

Fig. 6 Input message with a reply

10 See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNIBuUXLJbw

9 See http://www.plutinosoft.com/platinum
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– And the same document uses our framework whenever the service location or presence
cannot be predicted at authoring time.

In terms of authoring, although manually written, the overhead of creating the binding
description was found negligible compared to the usual development of AJAX-enabled
documents. Finally, we found that one advantage of our system is to be able to work with
devices, which cannot afford embedding a scripting engine.

7 Interactive multimedia document migration

In the previous section, we have presented our solution for the communication between
documents. However, with an increasing number of interactive display devices in her
environment, a user may want to move a running communicating application (or document)
between devices for a better experience, for example switching from a mobile phone to an
interactive TV. This concept is often called “Session Mobility” [5] [12] or “Service
Mobility”. In this paper, to avoid confusion with device mobility, we call “migration” this
process of moving the application between devices.

Fig. 8 Communication between an interactive multimedia document (Media Player Control Panel) and a
remote service (DLNA Media Renderer)

interface CommunicatingDocument { 
InterfaceHandler[] getInterfaceHandlers(DOMString

interfaceType);
attribute Function onInterfaceBind;
attribute Function onInterfaceUnbind;

}
interface InterfaceHandler { 

readonly attribute DOMString boundHost; 
readonly attribute DOMString type; 
MsgHandler msgHandlerFactory(DOMString name, 

Function callBackFunction);
void invoke(MsgHandler msgHandler, …);
void invokeReply(MsgHandler msgHandler, …);
MsgHandler msgHandlerFactory();

}
interface MsgHandler { 

readonly attribute DOMString msgName;
readonly attribute InterfaceHandler interfaceHandler;

}

Fig. 7 Overview of the Binding Programming Interfaces
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As explained in [5], when migrating a running application, it is important to be able to
restart the application in the same state. This implies the notion of application context, e.
g. the set of parameters an application will save when being stopped and restore when
being restarted. This context can be saved on the device persistent storage and restored for
regular application restart not involving migration, or sent over the network during
application migration.

When migrating a communicating document, it is also important to reestablish
communication after the migration. Depending on the situation, devices previously
connected will rediscover the migrated document or the document will rediscover
previously connected services, and similar bindings will be restored according to the
Binding Description described in Section 6.1. In this respect, our contribution exposed in
this section is the definition of configuration and context information enabling the
migration of communicating documents.

7.1 Related work

Migration has been covered by several related research works in the last decade. Some
approaches have focused on socket APIs for application migration [8] or on protocols
for migration of streams such as voice or video (Mobile IP [13], RTP or SIP [15][14]).
Other approaches looked at the migration of applications between virtual machines like
Java. Some other work used a distributed approach for partial mobility. A good example
of this latter approach can be found in the AURA platform [6], where each user task is
abstracted as a service. When migrating, the originating device can suspend any task and
instruct the target device to resume the task. Our approach is slightly different since we do
not attempt to provide a model for user tasks but rather give context restoration tools to
the application designer. Moreover, we focus on being able to use the same application
during the migration and not on finding applications that could perform the same task on
the target device.

Our approach towards preference storing is very similar to HTML cookies or the more
recent WebStorage11 specification. However, these tools do not take into consideration
application migration, and would require an external server to store and retrieve the data (e.
g. using XMLHttpRequest), which is not always possible (local network with no outside
link) or desirable (user privacy).

7.2 Context configuration and information

In our framework, a context configuration, describing the different parameters used to save
and restore the state of the application, is given in a simple XML language (similar to the
context digital item in [5]), and the user agent manages the saving and restoring of these

11 See http://dev.w3.org/html5/webstorage/

…<g>    
<image xlink:href="media-playback-stop.png" x="205" y="5"

width="50" height="50">      
<handler ev:event="click">stop();</handler>    

</image>
</g>…

Fig. 9 Excerpt of interactive multimedia document
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parameters. We use the saved state of the interactive multimedia document for later
restoration either on the same device (persistent storage) or on a remote device (migration).
These two cases do not necessarily require saving the same set of parameters. Therefore,
each parameter is assigned, by the application author, a migration type indicating in which
condition the parameter should be saved and restored: persistent storage only, migration
only or both of them, as shown in Fig. 12.

When the interactive multimedia document is migrated, the user agent serializes the
context according to the context configuration into a special description called Context
Information. This process is depicted in Fig. 13.

This context information is then used to restore the parameters. For that purpose, it may
be transmitted in multiple ways: embedded in the binding description; stored in a file and
packaged and delivered with the binding description and interactive multimedia document;
or retrieved separately. Figure 14 shows a Context Information corresponding to Fig. 12.
One should note that all parameters not taking part in migration, i.e. with their migratable
attribute set to ‘saveOnly’, have been removed.

Another problem when performing migration is that the application (e.g., the
interactive multimedia document and its resources) may already be present on the target
device. In most cases, the target device cannot rely on the notified URL to check if the
application is already present, and will have to download the application package to
perform this check. To avoid this situation, each application can be assigned a unique
identifier (UUID) and this unique identifier is inserted in the context information
document, along with some versioning information. This allows the target device to
check whether the corresponding application is already installed only by retrieving the
context information document.

7.3 Applicability to the scenarios

Consider our scenario B. A simple web radio player is described by an interactive
multimedia document, where the user can choose her favorite station. The document acts as
a service provider and exposes a tuner interface, which allows a remote application to select
the current station. The user first loads the interactive multimedia document on her mobile,
controls volume and other audio effects, and later migrates it on the multimedia system of
her living room. The presentation then resumes the previously playing radio with the same
sound settings. If another remote device was originally bound to the tuner interface as
discussed in previous section, it is automatically bound again when resuming the interactive
multimedia document presentation, assuming that the living room multimedia systems
supports the same service discovery protocol as the controlling device. This scenario is
demonstrated in this YouTube video.12

12 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbDddMMGg8U

function stop() {
var instanceID = 0;
var iha = getInterfaceHandlersByType(

"urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:AVTransport:1");
if (iha == null) return; 
iha[0].invoke(iha[0].msgHandlerFactory("Stop"), instanceID); 

}

Fig. 10 Example of use of the binding interfaces
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7.4 Implementation

In our implementation, we have experimented migration of documents based on UPnP.
We initiate the migration using the SetAVTransportURI function of the standard UPnP
MediaRenderer service, which instructs a remote media renderer to play the given
resource. We use the associated mime type of the content to filter regular audio/video
from interactive multimedia document. Context information is serialized by the
originating device and shared through an embedded HTTP server, which also acts as
an UPnP Media Server.

7.5 Results, discussions and limitations

We have tested our migration framework across several operating systems (Windows, Mac OS
X, Linux, Windows Mobile and iOS) in both LAN and WLAN environments. We observed a
large variation in UPnP protocol stack reactivity: on LAN environments, a typical migration,
including Context Information retrieval, between desktop computers would complete in about
one second; the same migration over WLAN between a desktop computer and a mobile phone,
would take much longer to complete, typically a few seconds. This can be explained by the use
of a mobile device, whose low processing power introduces latency in the UPnPHTTP requests
handling. However, migrating between desktop computers over WLAN is also significantly
longer than over LAN (typically a couple of seconds). We have not yet investigated how
redesigning the UPnP stack could reduce this latency.

This latency is one limitation of our system. The Context Configuration data has to be stored
on the originating device until fetched by the target device, which introduces HTTP download
with its own latency. This will have to be addressed in future work, using techniques such as
multi-part MIME HTTP requests in UPnP. Moreover, the context configuration reflects the
state of the application at the time the migration is initiated, which could be different from the
state of the application when it is resumed as explained in [5], for example when animations
are running and the application is migrated to several devices at the same time, such as in our
scenario C. This limitation should be addressed in future works, using techniques such as
Network Time Protocol tagging of the context information.

Finally, we have not yet studied how our migration framework can be used together with
multimedia stream migration using SIP [15][14] or other techniques. This will have to be
addressed in future work on use cases where the application contains animation
synchronized with streamed content (annotations, subtitles).

<contextConfiguration>
<preference name="color" value=”red” migratable=”saveOnly”/>
<preference name="currentPage" value=”0” migratable=”saveAndMigrate”/>
<preference name="lastRequest" value=”foo” migratable=”migrateOnly”/>

</contextConfiguration>

Fig. 12 Context Configuration example

<interface type="urn:schemas-upnp-org:service:AVTransport:1">
…

<messageOut name="Stop">
<output name="InstanceID" scriptParamType="string"/>

</messageOut>                  
…

</interface>

Fig. 11 Example of binding description
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8 Document modularity

In Section 6, we exposed our proposal to enable communicating documents. In Section 7,
we presented how communicating documents can be migrated. This section shows how
we can leverage communication and migration to design modular migratable and
communicating documents. Our contribution is an extension to the binding description
language presented in 6.1 that enables the modularity of documents and enhances the
communicating and migrating capabilities of the initial document.

8.1 Related work

Document modularity is the capability for designers to create interactive multimedia
documents in pieces or modules, each piece being a simpler, more focused document,
and to link these pieces together to assemble the complete application. Modularity is
important in multiple ways: to reduce complexity during authoring, porting and
maintenance; to allow the creation of libraries of components and thus foster reuse.

When designing an application (i.e. a document) using reusable modules (i.e. sub-
documents), the most important problem is designing a data exchange system between the
application and the modules. Existing approaches usually define exported symbols (X3D13) or
interfaces (X3D Proto, SVG Parameters14) for each module document. These designs imply
that the host document knows the location of the modules and loads them at runtime. This is
not fitting well in a distributed environment, where the modules could be on remote devices.

8.2 The component approach

In order to solve the problem of modularity in communicating and migratable documents, we
reuse the service abstractionmodel defined in Section 4, and define the notion of component: a
document, usable by another document regardless of its network location. The notion of
component document is very loose, in the sense that the defining feature is the ability of a
document to start/stop another document. Whether the two actually communicate is not really
important to the notion of component document, but it can be an added value.

Depending on the designer choice, specific components can be enforced or any
component fitting a set of requested functionalities may be used (e.g., any virtual keyboard

14 See http://www.w3.org/TR/SVGParam/

13 Extensible 3D Format (see http://www.web3d.org/)

Fig. 13 Document Migration and Context Information
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with the appropriate interface). We furthermore take into account the fact that some
components are required for the document, which cannot be used without them, while
others are optional.

A component element, in the BDL (see Section 6.1), signals that the document
associated with the binding description requires other component documents. The main
attributes of the component element are:

– activateTrigger and deactivateTrigger: these two attributes de-
clare how the requesting document will trigger the activation or deactivation of the
component document. Their value can be a document event or an attribute whose
modification will trigger the action.

– activatedAction, deactivatedAction and activationFailure: t h e s e
attributes declare how the document will be informed of the successful activation,
deactivation or failure of the component. The value may be a script function to call, an
event to fire or an attribute to modify.

– id : this attribute is used to identify a component when the document uses scripting
interfaces for component management.

The component element syntax offers two ways to link a document with its components:
by using a URL attribute or by listing the type of the interfaces that the component shall
match, indicated in requiredInterface elements.

In both cases, the specificity of using the proposed component approach is that upon
activation, not only the component will be displayed with the main interactive multimedia
document, as processed by the PE, but if the interfaces indeed match, the component will
be bound to the document by the CE and will provide a service to the main document. This
is illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows the binding description of a document using a component with two
interfaces. It should be noted that when scripting is used in the document, it could be
interesting to load, activate, deactivate and unload components using scripts. For that
purpose, we have defined a component programming interface that is omitted for
brevity.

Fig. 15 Migration of a component and communication with the main document

<contextInformation uuid="someid" version="1">
<preference name="currentPage" value=”1”/>
<preference name="lastRequest" value=”bar” />
</contextInformation>

Fig. 14 Context information
description
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8.3 Applicability to the scenarios

Consider our scenario C. A TV channel broadcasts a document branded with the current show.
The document is run on the TV set, and voting for the current TV show can be done with the TV
remote when there is a single active viewer in front of the TV set. But as soon as there are many
people in front of the TV set, each of them having amobile phone capable of document rendering,
and eachwanting to vote, someway of voting needs to be given to the additional viewers. Imagine
that the document is broadcasted with additional resources: an on-TV, “local” voting component,
a touch screen voting component for smartphones and a small-keyboard voting component for
older phones. Only the on-TV component is launched by default. Upon request from the user, the
TV application could send appropriate components to each discoverable mobile phone. In this
case, the main document would expose a voting interface, acting as a service provider, and would
be bound to all voting components using the multipleBindings attribute.

8.4 Results, discussions and limitations

We have experimented with the component approach in several examples. These
experiments showed us that components indeed help in solving interesting scenarios such
as our scenario C. This approach however has some limitations that we would like to
address in the future. For instance, when many documents and components coexist in the
environment, we would like to guarantee that the binding between these documents and
components is indeed the one that solves the user’s problem. In a first approach, this could
be solved by asking the user but we would like to have a deterministic binding algorithm
that helps authors design applications. A related problem concerns the synchronization of
the bindings. In our scenario C, we would like to insure that the binding only happens when
the broadcast show requires voting.

9 Conclusion & future work

In this paper, we have proposed a framework to link interactive multimedia documents with
service and discovery protocols, factoring the network processing out of the document. This
framework is compatible with many document formats and service and discovery protocols.

<interfaces>
<interface type="urn:telecomparistech:serv:confprint:1">

<messageIn name="text" inputAction="addText">
<input name="text" scriptParamType="string"/>

</messageIn>
</interface> 
<interface type="urn:telecomparistech:serv:confpref:1">

<messageOut name="pref" outputTrigger="t5.textContent">
<output name="preference" attributeModified="t5.textContent"/>

</messageOut> 
</interface>

</interfaces>
<component>

<requiredInterface type="urn:telecomparistech:serv:confpref:1"/>
<requiredInterface type="urn:telecomparistech:serv:confprint:1"/>

</component>

Fig. 16 Declaration of a component with two interfaces
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We have proposed a service abstraction model based on careful analysis of existing protocols,
and defined the Binding Description Language. This language allows application designers to
create documents that communicate with the various services that may appear and disappear in
the network during the lifetime of the application. This language has been designed for low-
complexity, script-less documents as well as full-fledged scripted multimedia applications. We
have also proposed tools for interactive multimedia document migration between devices
allowing for application context restoration. To help developers build powerful, distributed
multimedia applications, we introduce a modular architecture for interactive multimedia
documents with reusable components communicating with the main application.

We have implemented our proposal in a multimedia player and demonstrated several
applications, designed with W3C SVG or MPEG-4 BIFS, communicating with existing
DLNA devices and with other applications through generic UPnP services. We have
demonstrated document migration between various devices (TV sets, mobile phones,
PCs) and distributed applications through our component system.

This work has been standardized by the Moving Picture Expert Group as part of ISO/IEC
23007–1 (MPEG-U). Our implementation of the standard has been publically released as part
of the GPAC project and acts as the reference software. Our framework is also fully compatible
with web-based applications defined in W3C Widgets Packaging and Configuration [2].

In the future, we plan to explore the integration of our tools with other service discovery
protocols (WS-Discovery, Bonjour) and existing web browsers for XHTML/HTML5
support. In particular, we are interested in implementing a communication engine as an
extension of existing web browsers using Javascript. Additionally, we would like to provide
answers to the limitations identified in the paper to improve the latency in migration, to
enable collaboration with media-specific session mobility schemes, or to better handle
complex component based applications.
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